Creative Strategies Using Smart Tech
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5 ways

to use an iPad in Your Studio

Perhaps you've just bought an iPad or have had one for awhile.
You want to use it more in your studio, but there are SO many apps & ideas it's just a bit
overwhelming.
Below are my top 5 ways to use an iPad in your studio.

1) Pictures/Videos/Audio
Practice help: hand positions, new sections of the song, rote learning (reminder
video), audio files for off-the-bench activities.
YouTube: compare different versions & have student say what they like about
each, figure out a song by ear, use a tutorial, etc.
Social media: Parents LOVE to brag about their kids. Give them something to
brag about with videos of songs mastered, pictures of music maps, students doing
off-the-bench activities & anything else they may like! (Be sure you have written
permission first.)
Pro Tip Get students to use their own devices if it is for use during practice.
This eliminates the need to transfer videos, pictures, audio, etc.

2) Lab Time
Notability: Make PDF's of your students' monthly lab time assignments & score
studies. Once they are uploaded into Notability, students can type, draw, highlight
& so much more!
Apps: Divide apps into folders that fit with the aspects of your teaching so
students can find them easily. For example, ear training, creativity, music history,
etc.
Pro Tip

Tech is just a tool & doesn't replace teaching. Before using an app,
think about whether it teaches the concept you want the student
learn or review. Is it ENHANCING student learning or just taking up
lesson time?

3) Lesson Plans & Practice Pages
For me, my lesson plans ARE the practice pages my students get each week.
Create a template in the program of your choice (i.e. Planboard, Evernote, etc.)
for each student. Modify the template each week within lesson so it matches what
the student should practice for the week.
Pro Tip

Email a PDF of the digital practice page at the end of lesson time.
Parents can print it off for their students.
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4) Metronome & Backing Tracks
It takes practice for students to internalise a steady beat.
Metronome: It doesn't need to be fancy, so look for one that you like best. Time
signatures usually can be selected to help students hear the stronger first beat.
Backing Track: This is my favourite way to check mastery of scales or clap out
rhythms. Students love that it is more song=like & I like that they are keeping a
steady beat!

Pro Tip

Some special needs students get very agitated & frustrated with the
clicking of a metronome. Experiment with different sounds & backing
tracks to see if which are best for each student. And, be prepared to
turn it off quickly if it's too much auditory stimulation for the student.

5) Online Storage
Google Drive, OneNote & Evernote all have apps that work on an iPad.
Keep documents you use often stored in your online storage so they are on hand
when you need them. No more spending lesson time searching for anything!
Examples: Contracts, permission forms, score studies, videos of song tutorials,
etc.
Travel Teacher
Tip

Imagine your online storage IS your office. Sheet music, technical
exercises, pictures/videos/audio for students, etc. can ALL be
stored here so they can be sent immediately to clients.
No more dragging a heavy travel bag from home to home!

For more ideas on how to use an iPad in your lesson,
visit The Unfinished Lesson!
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